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Ms. Sarah Cremin, 
Committee Secretariat, 
Committee of Public Accounts, 
Leinster House, 
Dublin 2. 
 

07 April 2022 

 
Your Ref: S0786 PAC33 

 

 
 
Dear Ms. Cremin,  

 

 

I refer to your letter of 7th March 2022, in relation to final projected costs for the National 

Gallery and the progress on the works at the National Archives. 

  

Please see attached Appendix I which provides a response on the National Gallery, and 

Appendix II, which addresses the National Archives query.  

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

________________________  
Maurice Buckley 
Chairman 
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Appendix I - National Gallery of Ireland 

 

Query: Note from the OPW to include the original estimate and update regarding final projected 
costs for the National Gallery in Dublin 
 
 
Background 
The National Gallery of Ireland houses the national collection of historic Irish and European Fine 
art.  It is located on Merrion Square in the heart of Georgian Dublin directly adjacent to Leinster 
House.  The series of buildings which make up the National Gallery have been developed over 
the past 150 years.   
 
The purpose of the National Gallery of Ireland – Refurbishment of Historic Wings 
Project was to repair and restore the ageing fabric of the Dargan and Milltown Wings and the 
Merrion Entrance whilst upgrading the buildings to current gallery standards.   
 
John Paul Construction Ltd (JPC) was deemed to be the preferred bidder following tender and 
assessment in January 2014. 

 

 
Original Budget 
John Paul Construction Ltd. tender price was €25,806,800 excl. VAT 

 

 
Final Cost 
The Employers Representative in May 2017 assessed the final account cost as €28,223,880 excl. 
VAT.  The OPW is engaged in a process to agree the full and final costs of this project and any 
disclosure of details at this stage may negatively impact the outcome of this process. In 
summary, final costs have not been arrived at yet but the Public Accounts Committee will be 
provided with an update once a final settlement has been reached.  
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Appendix II - National Archives of Ireland - Archival Repositories Project (ARP)  

 
Query: 
Progress in relation to the works in the National Archives in Bishop Street, Dublin  
 

Within the context of Project Ireland 2040 plan, the Government launched in 2018 a major 

investment plan in our Culture, Language and Heritage for the period 2018 to 2027.   As part of 

this plan, the Government has provided funding of €24m for the creation of an Archival 

Repository for the National Archives within the existing Bishop Street storage facility.  

The National Archives collects, manages and preserves the public records of Ireland and 

ensures their availability as a resource for research and public discourse. The documents are 

kept at buildings in Bishop Street, Dublin 8 where there are public reading rooms and storage 

facilities for the documents.  

There are two distinct buildings on the site, an office block where the reading rooms, staff 

offices and some storage are housed and an adjoining warehouse for the storage of the 

archives. 

The existing single storey warehouse is not efficient and does not offer the best fire or 

environmental protection for archive material. The existing storage space will be converted 

from a large single-story warehouse to a two-storey archival repository that will increase the 

National Archives storage capacity by two-thirds. This will see the provision of a secure 

environmentally controlled archival repository in full compliance with internationally accepted 

archival storage standards.  

The new storage capacity will support the transformation of ancillary spaces for exhibitions, 

education and engagement facilities for the visiting public. 

A tender competition for main contractor and reserved specialists was completed in 2021. 

Unfortunately, after completing the procurement process the preferred main tenderer 

withdrew prior to placement of the contract. The preferred tenderer sited high building cost 

inflation, Brexit, the impact of Covid 19 restrictions, a volatile construction market and  a lack 

of resource availability as the reasons for withdrawing from the tendering process. After 

seeking legal advice, it was determined that the best course of action was to retender. The 

prequalification stage for the main contractor and reserved specialists will be re-advertised 

later this month.  
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